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Spartans defeat Utah in 32-30 thriller
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President’s inauguration takes SJSU to new era
By Justin Carder

t\ Ili!

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

II

In the culminati i, tl months of
planning and work, sJSU official’s
enters a new era Friday, when to IIversity President Robert L. Caret is
invested as the 23rd president in
the school’s history.
At a cost of over $100,000, the

III lily.

is a giant step for a UlliVel si I \
lug to define its role in the IRA I

towel pit.ce of the celebraI Ile
tion so ill Ite the Itat igural ceremoI is In tile sumJ0St’ Slate University
liter, said Janet Redding,
da it un
of
University
AA Rant einem, the administrative
&par tment coordinating the

event.
The ceremony will include an
academic procession of more than
400 representatives from various
colleges and unisetsmes. Julie
Stone, who is comthilating the
l
inauguration
for
Advancement, said it brtaks down
to 179 SJSU faculty members 23
faculty emeritus, 69 administrators

oser 150 delegates nom
and
around the nation pions ipiling iii
the event.
"We have had a tremendous
response from our ho Its
staff," Stone said. -It’s god comI his is a
munity-building mot
shim People
chance for S1SI really want Tolie itiltikt
Redding said tom out ol the last

Ine must -ism presidents will
am lid \soh its 1. Handel Evans,
%slut oil si,t a ilote-vear stint as
ultet lIlt plesidela, det lining.
sal, lose N
MM111111ef
still lie aneothog .0. will Sen. Alfred
E. Alqinst, D-Satita Clara. Redding
said Gov. Pete Wilson was invited
to participate III the t eremony but
his travel flit e sent a letter of

regret, stating that he had other
commitments, hut that he wishes
Caret "the best."
Despite the governor’s no-show,
Redding is pleased with the expected turnout, "It’s very exciting to
see that people who have very busy
schedules are setting aside time for
us," she said.
See Inauguration, page 7

’ SpartaFest
Treats for
the palate

irr

By Loretta McCarty’
Spartan huasis Staff Wnter

tite Bros

I support
the fest that
they have at
Santa Clara
University,
so I am
happy to
support the
one here.

in a series of events celebrating Robert Caret’s
SpartaFest, the ’
inauguration, pftded an opportunity to try gourmet food, beer, wine

Associated Students
kick off ’95 food bazaar
By Sarah Harvey
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

ks
The ASSOCialed Stuti I11
off its culinary’ t elebrato .. a iiitures at the International Food
Bazaar today.
"The purpose of the event is to
bring together lots of different cultures," said Martha Aragon, director of Intercultural Affairs and a
junior majoring in political science
and philosophy. "We want to celebrate all the diversity that SJSU
has."
An animal event since the ’60s,
the food bazaar is a chance for student assi uti III it is 10 come together
with facials and students and
share foods horn their culture
and to raise funds in the process.
Participation in the event by stu-

MIN
gI4,01)0.
110WCIt’1,
his
ie, lined in rer tot sears because of
bldg costs, Ai ago!’ said. To
ourage more student associations to get insolved, she said the
A S des OM thn, year to pick tip
the SIsti etust of the booths rather
than charge the associations.
Aragon said the total cost of holding the lurid bazaar is about
$4,000.
Though sonic people have questioned her about the A.S. decision
to cover the costs of the event and
let individual student associations
keep the profits from their booths,
Aragon said it seems only fair to
her.
"As I see it, we’re doing it for all
the students," she said. 1 mean.

See Bazaar, page 6

Comedy’s brewing in San Jose
By Kei Koyama
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

San Jose’s third annual Brew lb
Ha once again brought together
beer connoisseurs and those alike.
The annual beer/stand-tip comedy festival, took place this past
weekend in San Pedro Stpiare.
It was a i hailer for beer lovers to
take their stab at trying a variety of

The Fountain Quad beneath
Tower Hall was the place to he
Sunday, as SpartaFest, the kick-off
event in a series of inauguration related activities, held its second
annual garden party from 1-5 p.m.
Tower Lawn was transformed into
a sea of tents serving up gourmet
food and wine to returning alumni
and friends.
Scenes included those of men and
wttmen pushing baby carriages, couples relaxing on the lawn arid others
strolling the campus with food plates
and hall-filled wine glasses.
Barbara Bet ten court, a 1970s
graduate, said she saw the notice in
the paper and decided to come. 1
support the fest I Intl they have at
Barbara
Santa Clara [onerous-. so I alit
Bettencourt
happy to support the one here,- slit
1970s graduate
said.
Another alumnus, Rod Neibaur,
who graduated in 1950 with an
industrial engineering degree, said
this was his second lest. He said he
enjoyed last year’s so much that he brought some
friends along this Year.
The attendance this year was expected to double that
of last year’s 750. Jerry Nieto and his wife :Andrea, both
volunteers behind the ticket-sales booth, said the were

heel , in 30 different breweries
in the )% est Coast.
t ham e to catch
It was also
some laughs at the t (tomb stages,
one on Santa I hua Street and one
on St. John Street.
"It’s our (he and his friends)
second annual Brew Ha Ha," said
Almaden resident Stephen Rally.
"We go to practit ally every main

iii tic DAn
PIs
1010 Its 1
and other activities for those woo attended Sunday s event on Tower
Lawn.

Sec SpartaFest

Pearl Jam
tickets go on
sale today

Tragedy
turns honor

SJSU students get
jump on 3,000 passes

Winner 01 1992 Noble Peace
Prize brings audience to feet

Spartan

By Danthanh Huynh
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

With messages of peace and justice,
Rigoberta Menchu, award-winning author,
activist for the rights of indigenous peoples,
and 1992 Nobel Peace Prize laureate, was welcomed by a standing ovation front an audience of 2,111 io who gathered at Santa Clara
University I hut sdav for an evening of inspiraIllent.
tion and civil
Mencho’s talk in Spanish was trimslated to
English, but she impressed the audience with
her English in the beginning of her talk.
"I am very shy woman. Sometimes I understand English. 1 have big problem to speak,"
she told the audience.
A native of Guatemala, Menchu’s life was
filled with many tragedies. In her 1983 autobiography, "I, Rigoberta Menchu," she detailed
the brutal mistreatment of her family and
people by the Guatemalan government.
She watched her 16-year-old brother tortured tuid burned alive before het. I ler father
.11Io r while
nn
was on e of the 22 people Fued
aiatemala
0« timing the Spanish embasos
01%. ler mother was raped and oirtured by
S011 hers who left her body tied to a tree to be
eaten by animals.
Despite the cruelty she witnessed toward
See Nobel, page 6
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Rigoberta Menchu. the Guatamalan 1992 NoLL,
Peace Prize laureate, inspired and charmed a
crowd of 2.000 people at Santa Clara University
Thursday.

See Brew Ha Ha, page 6
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Highest honors

Computer games

President Clinton awarded the
Presidential Medal of Freedom
to 12 people, including former
Surgeon General, C. Everett
Koop.

A new computer game wants
you to feel good about playing it,
whether you know It or not, and
is adding subliminal messages
into their game cartndges.

Page 3
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Staff Report

"Priority" tickets for Pearl Jam’s
Nov. 4 rock concert at Spartan
Stadium will be sold from 10 a.m.
today until 5 p.m. Friday at the
Event Center box office near the
corner of Seventh and San Carlos
streets.
The Event Center has 3,000
kets available for SJS1’ students
before sales begin for the general
public, according to Ted Cady,
esents director for the Event
enter arena
and
Spartan
staditun.
Cady. said prices for general
admission tickets are 1123.9a which
includes a $2.45 service charge. All
seating at Spartan Stadium is genera] admission.
The Event Center box office,
the only place selling the advance
tickets, will issue a maximum of
two tickets per person. A current
ottuhlit identification card must
ht shown at the time of purchase.
Ii, saith.
ii k( to south also go on sale for
falls 1 ’111111 k. Jr. and his Funk
Band .1111 Illg the same time.
ill be pet forming at the
1-, eta enter Nov. 9.

Lottery turns 10

Saturday night jive

Califut ma’s Lottery has generated billions in sales and made
1,100 people millionaires, but
cntics say it’s never become the
pot of gold backers promised.

Nations come and go The hun
died -dollar bill gets a fresh new
look. Then there’s ’Saturday
Night Live,’ hopelessly stuck in
the past.

Page 8
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Newsroom Voices

Confessions of a trial junkie

LNGLISH
SPEAKING
. ONLY .

Last week, one group of
pollsters stopped people on
the street to see how many
players from the trial they
recognized. They showed
them photographs of the
players, and even threw in
some decoys, to find out just
how sharp these folks were.

OW, Perak. erdoul
...hivorteNX

The Other Side

At loggerheads with loggers
/
The logging industry

:ggers: They are pawns in
the chess game of life.
The battle rages on. The
environmentalists are pitted
against the loggers. Whenever
there is a showdown, the loggers
are out there wondering why
nobody cares about their lives.
After all, they are the ones losing
jobs because of an owl or a fish.
Unfortunately, like their bosses,
they just refuse to see the grand
scheme of things. I’ll admit it’s
probably hard to think of the
grand scheme of things when you
don’t know if you are going to be
able to buy next weeks groceries.
But then again, when you think of
the grand scheme of things, it will
be a lot easier to file for unemployment and go back to school than
have to deal with the environmental mess a few decades from now.
Loggers are in a bind, I can
understand that. But they don’t
realize they are being played like a
fiddle the great fiddle masters
being their bosses, who care as
much about their workers as they
do about the spotted owl. Sure the
bosses are concerned about their
workers no workers working, no
logs rolling through the mill, no
boards sailing across the ocean, no
profits coming back.
The sooner the loggers realize
this, the better off they will be.
I say this because the loggers are
not acting in a self-sustaining way.
If they were really concerned
about their jobs they’d be screaming for sustainable activities. For
example, they’d be telling Alaskan
Rep. Don Young that he can go to
hell (something I’d like to tell
him). Young wants to open up the
nations last rain forest, the Tongass
National Forest, to clear cutting
all in the name of creating jobs.
That’s fine. Creating jobs is

good. But when you’ve cut the forest clear, what’s next? Where are
the jobs when the trees are gone?
That’s where the logging industry’s
creating/preserving jobs slogan
falls flat on it’s face.
After the Tongass is barren, they
must move on to the next forest.
It’s as predictable as daytime television. The logging industry will continue to rally for jobs for its workers until there are no trees to be
found.
I’m curious what they will tell
their workers then.
In the meantime, the loggers
and mill workers will be pit against
the environmentalists. A good
showing of this was up in
Humboldt County, where 2,000
protesters assembled to show their
opposition to the harvesting of
timber in the Headwaters forest. A
mill worker had a sign that read,
"Sierra Club: Pot-smoking welfare
frauds and out-of-date hippies!"
I would have been concerned if
I didn’t find it so comical. Welfare
frauds? Where did they get that
from? Unfortunately, as another
worker proves in an article in the San Francisco
loggers
Chronicle,
have a strange notion
that environmentalists are on welfare.
"I could maybe
talk to some of the
clean-cut ones," logger James Lee
said of the protesters. "But I
don’t know
all
about
these welfare collectors."
My first
reaction
when
I

will continue to rally
for jobs for its
workers until there
are no trees
to be found.
read this was to laugh. But the reality of the situation sank in. Loggers
blame environmentalists for their
woes and that is understandable.
After all, they see all of these environmentalists trying to stop them
from doing their job. But they
need to realize that their real
enemy is their boss who would love
to cut down every tree so they
could realize maximum profits.
The environmentalists will continue to attack the logging industry. The logging industry will continue to send out its pawns to
fight the battle for its profits.
The stalemate will come either
when the forests have been
ravaged or the loggers and the
environmentalists realize their
common enemy and fight it
together.
A. J. Nomai is a
Spartan Daily
Columnist
His column appears
every Monday.

Newsroom Voices

Gay marriages deserve to be recognized
Recenth, two of 111 sirsgood friends
announced their wedding engagement, and
what an exciting moment it was. Two perfect
people, in love and ready to take such a big step.
I am so honored they asked me to be matron of
honor and my husband to be best man. The two of us
were married a couple of months ago, so they asked if
we could help with the arrangements. Of course we
could hardly wait to get started.
Our own wedding took a lot of time and effort to
plan. It was an overwhelming period in our lives
something I am sure most people who have planned a
large size wedding can identify with. But this seemed
different. Our friends planned a small guest list which
made the whole thing more manageable and inexpensive. They also planned the marriage for March,
giving us plenty of time to get everything done.
The only problem? Our friends cannot legally
marry. Marriage is very important for these two people, but so is their sexual orientation. Our friends,
who are about to embark on their life long commitment, are two gay men.
My husband and I were engaged for two years
before we married and by the time we tied the knot,
Wt were very excited to finally bring our relationship
to its next level. Marriage made our commitment to
ea. Ii other more iron-clad. If marriage had not been
an option for us, we would fird it very unfortunate.
Our friends love each other. They want to walk
down the isle in March and join in holy matrimony. They want to exchange wedding vows, kiss
and be pronoilii«.(1 married. They want to file
taxes jointly and do all those mundane, ordinary
things in life that are really quite exciting when
they are done together.
As far as I .1111 «interned it is a horrible
homophobic injustice to deny people certain rights based on sexual orientation. If
two people want to marry legally and
these two people happen to be gay, they
should have every right to do it.
I expressed my outrage to another
friend and she informed me, as ill didn’t
already know, that a couple of the same
sex could not have children. Oh thank

’1,

Alter 15 months of relentless ( overage, the 0. J.
trial, and all of its players, are about to leave
the stage. I think most of us would agree it was
a great show with a colorful cast of thousands.
I can’t really say that I’ll miss Johnnie, Marcia,
Chris, Lance and all of the others, but it’s been an
interesting "whodunit."
At the outset, I was a real trial junkie and proud of
it. I had my earphones plugged in, lapping up every
word, and speculating along with every other Tom,
Dick, and Gerald() about 0.J. ’s guilt or innocence. I
collected mountains of magazines (short of The
National Enquirer well O.K., I even had a few of
those) on the subject.
I was trying to find out the real, real, real story. I
questioned how O.J. (notice I’m on a first name
basis) could possibly have done such a thing. No way,
wasn’t he an American hero or something like that?
At least that’s what all of the TV. reporters said he
was, about a million times, so it must be so.
Little by little his history of wife beating started to
emerge, and he didn’t look like such a nice guy anymore. The reality that he really could have done it
began to creep in with each passing day. The mounting pieces of evidence all seemed to point to him.
job preaching to the jury, even if I didn’t believe a
Now I don’t want to "rush to judgment," but ... word he said. His "If it doesn’t fit, you must acquit"
who had a better motive? What about that bloody was truly eloquent. When he donned that knit cap he
glove in al.’s backyard, and the sock in his bedroom? almost convinced me that he did it.
What was that Bronco chase all about? And most
Chris Darden is very sincere (that AIDS ribbon on
damaging, I think, is why was that freeloader Kato his lapel was a nice touch).
Kadin living in his house? But I digress.
Marcia Clark is the best. Even with those dark cirThe trial is almost history, and I’m glad. The end- cles under her eyes, she ruled.
less speculation has grown thin. Besides, I am really
The bottom line is that now it doesn’t make any difgetting tired of watching O.J. look around the court- ference what anybody but the jurors think. They are
room with that "you talking about me?" look on his the ones who will decide the fate of Orenthal James
face. He always looks so confused, as if maybe there Simpson. They are the ones who must sift through all
might be some other 0J. in the courtroom.
the smoke and mirrors.
I’ve also had enough ofJohnny Cochran’s ugly ties,
I just hope they can stay focused on the real issue,
Barry Scheck’s voice and Chris Darden’s whining which is that two people were brutally murdered and
about not wanting to be a lawyer anymore. And what someone is responsible. It’s time to decide. After that,
about poor Marcia? She needs some rest, those dark they can go home, and we can all go back to whatever
circles are not very flattering.
it was we were doing before the trial started.
Oh, and the polls, don’t forget those scienThis trial has been a long journey to justice, but I
tific polls. Last week, one group of pollsters
personally believe that that the Prosecution has
stopped people on the street to see how
proven beyond a reasonable doubt that O.J.
many players from the trial they recogSimpson is guilty of murder. I also believe that
nized. They showed them photographs of
the jury willbring in a verdict of guilty.
the players, and even threw in some
If they don’t then there was no reason for the
decoys, to find out just how sharp these
journey.
folks were.
Everyone did pretty well except for
Loretta McCarty is a
the guy who thought that Al Gore,
Spartan Daily
the vice president of the United
Staff Writer
States, was Detective Mark
Fuhrman. At least Al fared better
than Secretary of State Warren
Christopher; not only did they
not know who he was, they
thought he was dead.
The closing arguments were
even better than the trial.
Johnnie Cochran did a good

The only problem? Our friends
cannot legally marry.
you. I assumed, correctly, that what she meant was two
people should not bother with marriage unless they
planned to have a family. I totally disagree.
First of all, there are many married couples who
have no plans for children. They are married for reasons other than raising a family. Second, If a woman
or a man in a marriage cannot have children because
of infertility, the couple can always adopt. There are
no laws that say if you’re married you ’have to have
children. Marriage and parenting are two different
concepts.
She also felt that if two people "choose" to be gay,
they had decided beforehand that marriage was not
important to them (she is not invited to the wedding).
My friends did not choose to be gay, they just are. I
did not choose to be heterosexual, I just am.
However, I think we all chose our partners.
It should not matter what sex you are, if love someone and are ready to make a life long commitment (assuming you are old enough and not
already married), the option to marry
should be open to anyone. Period.
My friends will make their wedding
day a very special one, despite the legal
barrier. Regardless of what the law says, in
my eyes they will be legally married.
Shallow Glynn is a
.Vrartan Daily
Staff Writer

Attention,
Artists!

The Spartan Daily is actively recruiting San Jose State artists interested in
drawing political cartoons.
Political artists should have good
drawing skills, keep up with current
events and have a strong position on
issues.
If you are interested in becoming a
Spartan Daily political cartoonist, sub-

Opinion
page
policies
The Spartan Daily is committed to sharing broad range
of opinions with the community, and readers are encouraged
to express themselves on the
Opinion page with a Letter to
the
Editor
or
Campus
Viewpoint.
A Letter to the Editor is a
200-word response to an issue
or point of view that has
appeared in the Spartan Daily.
A Campus Viewpoint is a
300- to 500-word essay (two
double spaced pages) on
current campus, political or
personal issues.
Submissions become the
property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity.
grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the
author’s name, address, phone
number, signatu. e and major.
Submissions must be typed
or submitted on a 3.5" disk
using Microsoft Word on the
Macintosh. Always provide a
printout of the piece.
Submissions may be put in
the Letters to the Editor box at
the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall room 209,
sent by fax to (408) 924-3237 or
mailed to the Spartan Daily
Forum Editor, School of
and
Mass
Journalism
Communications, San Jose
University,
One
State
Washington Square, San Jose,
CA, 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and
are the consensus of the
Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions do not
necessarily reflect the views of
the Spartan Daily. the School of
and
Mass
Journalism
Communications or SJSU,

mit your cartoons at the Spartan Daily
office in Dwight Bentel Hall, room 209.
Submissions should include the artist’s
name, address and phone number.
The cartoons will be reviewed by
Spartan Daily editors and artists will be
notified by phone if their cartoons are
to be published.
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KSJIS 903 FM
Public Affairs Programming
Radio Drama Hour 12noon1p.m., Diagonally Speaking
Radio Azdan
5p.m.-6p.m.,
Public Affairs 7p.m.-7:30p.m.
Call 995-4831.

jSU’s Weekly Calendar
TUESDAY

Career Center
Resume
Critique
2p.m.3:30p.m.
Student
Union,
Gastaitoan Rm. Call 924-6033.

ALFSEC
Meeting 6p.m.-8p.m. Student
Union, Guadalupe Rm. Call
948-1936.

Homeless Action Brigade
Meeting 12:30p.m.-1p.m.
Washington Square Hall,
Conference Rm.
Call 464-2831.

Amnesty International
Help Protect Human Rights
2p.m. Student Union, Pacheco
Rm. Call 224-7845.

Model United Nations Club
Meeting 5p.m.-6p.m. Business
Classrooms, P.m 002.
( all 467-9890.
Pi Alpha Phi
International Food Baazar
Fountain Area Ila.m.-3p.m.
Gill 699-8998.
Pi Alpha Phi
NItietitig 8p.m. Student Union,
Mottuilvo Rm. Call 699-8998.
Recreation and Leisure
Sports Stop Challenge-Free
Food and Prizes. 1:30p.m.2:30p.m. Lawn by fountain
Call 676-9349.

Former Surgeon General among those recognized
WAS! I IN( ;TON
(AP)
President( Initon Friday awarded
the Pr esitlen t ;al Medal of Freedom
to 12 people, including former
Surgeon ( :enteral C. Evereu Koop,
declaring them a symbol of "the
true face of American heroi,m."
The nation’s highest insrbit’)
honor also went tysti athtitles of
children’s
televisititi.
Peggy
Charren audit-Jan ( ;ail/ (
"The numbing ethits of violence or the numbing mabilit
concentrate that conies from utter
exposure to mindless, ’qui’ tin c
programs are things we Mine to
fight against," Clinton said in an
East Room ceremony.
Cooney is founder of the
Children’s Television Workshop
and "Sesame Street." Charren
founded Action for Children’s
Television to fight TV violence.
The white-bearded Koop, a
pediatric surgeon, was known as a
conservative opponent of abortion
when appointed surgeon general
in 1981 by President Reagan.
When the AIDS epidemic erupted, Koop became a vocal and
ardent advocate of AIDS prevention, urging the use of condoms.

Pi Alpha Phi
International Food Bazzar
Fountain Area Ilam.-3p.m.
Citll 699-8998.

TODAY

KSJS 90.5 FM
Public Affairs Programming
Radio Drama Hour 12noon1p.m.. Diagonally Speaking
5p.m.-6p.m., Radio Aztlan
Public Affairs 7p.m.-7:30p.m.
Call 995-4851.

Clinton awards dozen
highest civilian honor

Hospitality Management Club
Meeting 121looli :Ind 4:1 .5prii
MacQuarrie Hall, Rift 517.
Call 924-3197.

’TIME

Career Center
Practice Interviews 1p.m.3p.m. Business Classrooms.
P.m 13. Call 924-6033
Career Center
On-Campus
Interview
Orientation
Engineering
Building, km 189.
Call 924-6033
Career Center
International
Jobs
for
American Students
12:30p.m. Student Union,
Costanoan Rm. Call 9246033.
Catholic Campus hfinistry
Catholic Bible Study 12p.m.
Student Union, Pacheco Rm.
Call 938-1610.

Re Entry Advisory Progam
Support Group 12noon-lp.m.
Administration Bldg., km 269
( all 924-5950.
School of Art & Design
Art
Canaries
Student
Receptions 6p.m.-8p.m. Art
Bldg. and Industrial Studies.
Call 924-4330.
School of Art 8c Design
Tuesday Night Let tore Series:
Roy DeForest 5p.m -(pan.
Art Bldg. P.m 133
Call 929-4328.

SJSU Ballroom Dance Club
Fox Trot Lesson and Open
Dancing 7:30p.m.-9:30p.m.
Event Center- Aerobics Rm.
Call 287-5916.
SJSU International Center
International Careers for
American Students 12:30p.m.
Student Union, Costanoan
Rm. Call 9244i570.

Sales

Library Donations 8c

Unit

Ongoing Book Sale-Donations
Welcome. 10a.m.-2p.m.
Wahlquist Library and Clark
Library Lobby. Call 9242705.
Sparta Guide is ft ce’.’t And available to students. faculty & staff assmiations. Forms available at DISH 209. Entries may be edited to
alit. Ii sp33, 11,411, litton
Eritries will not be published tulles, a spetific time, date and place of mem is given. Deadline is 5pm Iwo days before publication

Dean’s demise still questioned 40 years later
Death of ’Rebel Without a Cause’ actor didn’t happen as legend says
SAN MATEO, Calif. (AP) - It’s
an enduring image - a brooding
teen-ager wearing a white T-shirt,
rolled-up jeans and holding a cigarette.
James Dean became an icon of
his time for his portrayals of troubled youth in "Rebel Without a
Cause" and "East of Eden," far different portrayals of American
youth than had been
le standard movie
lane until then.
Indeed. the Dean
mystique list’s on. Why
else would the media
be writirig about it now,
with the 40th anniversary of his death coining up Saturday?
Pitt of the interest
lies in the circumDean’s
stain I.,
of
in a lonely
death.
C0111111 \ I lighWay on the
evtiiitig of Sept. 30,
19Y,
Mn Otology says the 24-near-old
actor. the picture of moodiness
and rebelliousness in the only
three movies in which he starred,
was speeding and caused the accident that killed him.
But a local company that studies
accidents and disasters says that’s
not so.
So widely known is Dean that
Failure Analysis of Menlo Park, a
company doing computerized
reconstructions of accidents and
disasters of all kinds, uses its computer re-creation of Dean’s fatal
accident as a model to show clients
what it can do.
Under the direction of Dr.
Garrison Kost, senior managing
Accident
the
of
engineer
Re( onsittu non Group at Failure
Antis sis. the accident was re-created on the computers at the request
of a television show producer in
1992.
Failure Analysis, which also does
computer mock-ups of construction and machinery projects of all
kinds, was in the news this summer
with a re-creation of the knifing
deaths of Nicole Brown Simpson
anI Rlm Goldman, based on the
m xt.st igation of all known facts at
the time. But nowhere was O.J.
soneson, the suspect, mentioned
4)1 his likeness indicated.
’the ompany also did a detailed
studs of the April bombing of the
federal building in Oklahoma City.
But now - while thousanas
flock to the Dean museums in his
old home town of Fairmount, Ind.,
and many are expected Saturday
for a ceremony and James Dean
look-alike contests at the crash site
in eastern San Luis Obispo County
- the real story of what happened, in as graphic detail as

exists, is on a laser disk at Failure
Analysis.
Here is what is known:
Dean had finished shooting
"Giant," the last of his trio of starring roles, about two weeks earlier,
releasing him from the producers’
order not to drive his silver
Porsche 550 Spyder until the picture was finished.

Going west on lonely State
Highway 41 near the farm town of
Cholame, population 65, Dean’s
car collided with an eastbound
1950 Ford coupe turning left front
41 onto Highway 46.
The collision tore open the left
side of Dean’s 1,700-pound alubreaking
two-seater,
minum
Dean’s neck and causing numerous forearm fractures, plus many
cuts and bruises.
en
died
He
route to a Paso
Robles hospital.

Mythology says the 24-year-old actor, the picture
of moodiness and rebelliousness in the only three
movies in which he starred, was speeding and
caused the accident that killed him.

Dean, a racing enthusiast, left
his Sher Illall Oaks home that fateful dav 1.1th his mechanic, Rolf
Wuedierich, 28, headed for
Salinas, where he intended to race
the car at a local track. Laguna
Seca in Monterey had not been
built yet.
He picked up a speeding ticket
from the California Highway
Patrol outside of Bakersfield, but
just one, not two, as had been
reported originally.

His ad \
01 preventing the disease wa, 1,1.ciled tel every American
hottsciu

Koop, 78, also took on the
tobact o industry in an anti-smoking crusade. Currently, he is
encouraging fitness and weight
control through the C. Everett
Koop Foundation.
Posthumous awards went to
Walter P. Reuther, the outspoken
I ’lilted Auto Workers president
\silo crusaded against commui ism, corruption and racism, and
Willie Velasquez, founder of the
Southwest Voter
Registration
Education Project, whose advocacy
helped to nearly double the number of Latino elected officials
nationwide.
Reuther died in 1970. Velasquez
died in 1988.
"We are here today to celebrate
people who have always been for
change and who have changed
America forever," Clinton said.
"They represent the true face of
American heroism today."
Other honorees were:
-William T. Coleman Jr., former transportation secretary and
chairman of the board of the

NAACP Legal
Defense and
Educational Fund, for efforts to
ensure equal opportunity.
-John Hope Franklin, black
historian, for his work highlighting
the history of the South and the
roles of black Americans in the
nation’s development.
-U.S. Court of Appeals Judge
A. Leon Higginbotham Jr., civil
rights attorney and professor at
Harvard’s Kennedy School of
Government, for his commitment
to equal and civil rights.
-U.S. District Judge Frank M.
Johnson Jr., who ruled in 1956 that
the segregated bus system in
Montgomery, Ala., was unconstitutional, for his efforts to dismantle
segregation and protect the rights
of prisoners and mentally ill people.
-Former Sen. Gaylord Nelson,
D-Wis., creator of Earth Day, for
his environmental activism.
- Urban designer James W.
Rouse, whose designs have helped
revitalize inner cities.
- Hollywood studio executive
Lew R. Wasserman, for his contributions and advocacy on behalf of
the blind and visually impaired.

Woman videotaped in fatal
attack on man still at large

Student California Teachers
Association
Chapter Meeting 12:30p.m.1:30p.m. Sweenez Hall,
Rill 332. Call (4b) 924-3738.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Tuesday Night Dinner 7p.m.
195 E. San Fernando St.
Call 938-1610.

3

Wuetherich suffered a broken
jaw and crushed
left leg.
The
Ford, driven bt
Donald
Turnupseed, a
college student,
sustained damage to its left front.
The driver of an eastbound car
behind Turnupseed told California
highway patrolmen he had seen
the Ford begin to turn left, into
the path of Dean’s oncoming
sports car.
Initial stories about the tragedy
said Dean and been driving fast
and perhaps recklessly, in keeping
with his movie image, but the
Failure Analysis reconstruction
shows otherwise.

-Even
LOS ANGELES \
for a park near 114,1bwood, the
scene was weird: the huge
woman chasing down the burly
man, crushing him immobile
with a fon
m across his throat,
snatching nn hat lc ,c iked like a cigarette pal k trout him, leaving
,lead.
him Is
Passel s-in stopped to watch
the struggle last Sunday afternoon. One risen videotaped
some of it, showing the nsik hing
man going suddenly limp. he
woman rolling him on his side,
her hair bustling out over a
\dine shit I, giabbing the ciga!tiles him’ it tear pocket.
"1 Ic. its ill right - he does
this a ll dm time,’ she told the
onlooktrs before slipping away,
Dew( live Lt. Greg Meyer said
Fridav
Ni, title tried to stop her as she
pinned him with her big arm.
No mu. tried to detain her as she
left the scene. Another urban
story?
horror
indifference
Perhaps not entirelv MevtI Said.
After all, one bystinulci II t’d to
give CPR, another quit its c ailed

and dark pants.
A bus driver who later drove
her three miles east on Third
Street said he’d seen her before
but didn’t know her name.
Police believe she lives in the
area, perhaps is homeless - and
that somebody, surely, will recognize her and lead them to her.
But as of late Friday, she was
still at large.
One theory MIS that Adire had
provoked the fight by trying to
rob her, but that was speculation,
Meyer said. Her comment that
"he does this all the time" could
well mean she knew him - or
that she was a robber herself, just
trying to throw the spectators off
her track.
"We would like to find out her
side of the story, find out what
happened here," he said.
"There’s a lot of unanswered
questions as to the nature of
their relationship.
"There’s just a plain whodunnit - except this time we happen to have pictures of it. -

the police.
"Looking at the tape, I can see
how somebody just passing by
might be concerned but not
realize there’s a person in the
process of dying," he said.
"Perhaps unless there’s guns
going off they don’t perceive
that it’s a life -threatening situation."
These fn Is .11 1’ it lawn: Jacob
David Adire ot Not th Hollywood
died of a heart attack about 3
p.m. in the park, blocks from
landmarks like the La Brea Tar
Pit,, the county art museum,
Fat niers Market, CBS ’Veleision
City
Adire, 51, Oil a %Mir and
pits striped I shit I. gilt +hot ts,
Ha( k and white tennis shoes. He
was balding. with a goatee, and
was a hurls maw 5-foot-8, 238
pounds.
The coroner classified it a
homicide, death at the hands of
an even bigger assailant: a
woman about 250 pounds, perhaps more. 5-foot -5 to 5-foot-9.
The tape shows what looks like a
sweat shirt tied around her waist

FREE ADMISSION - FREE SEMINAR
STUDENTS AND RECENT GRADS:
Make Important JOB Connections
At The

JOBSAMERICA
CAREER FAIR
Tuesday, October 10TH
SANTA CLAFtA
CONVENTION CENTER

SANTA CLARA CONVENTION CENTER

Tasman & Great America

Lots of FREE PARKING
FREE ADMISSION
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11F-1 Orbit
111 of his
own
Hayes has
first 100-yard
college game
By Eddie Zacapa
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

PHOTO BY JOHN LEE SPECIAL TO THE DAILY
SJSU cornerback Johnny Harper flies into the e,ir :-fle after a 38 -yard interception return in the first quarter, scoring the Spartans’ first touchdown against the Utah State
Aggies. SJSU won, 32-30

Dream come true
SJSU pulls
off a last
second win
By Justin Carder
The Spartan football team has
been looking for a little luck this
season. On Saturday it found a lot,
beating the Utah State Aggies, 3230 on a 42-yard field goal with only
18 seconds left to play.
The kick was the second 42yarder of the game for Joe Furlow,
who walked onto the team in 1994
and spent all of last season as a
redshirt.
"I’ve waited my whole career for
this," said Furlow who had never
kicked a game winner at any level
of play before Saturday.
"I’ve been waiting for this so
long," he said. "This is something
that I’ve dreamed about."
With 18 seconds on the clock,
Furlow stood alone at the center
left 32 yard hash mark, a steady
northern wind at his back. What
remained of the 8,217 people in
the crowd stood cheering. Furlow
took his pacing steps backward
from the hold spot and paused.
The Spartans had time.
Furlow’s 42 yard ki( k split the
uprights and landed well into the
seats setting off a small tussle of
bleacher kids fighting to return
the ball that would give SlS1 its
first victory of the season,
It was a moment of magic for
the Spartans and Furlow, who
knows a little bit about pulling rabbits mit of hats from his Las Vegas
magiciim uncle. A surge of jubilant
Spartans galloped onto the field to
congratulate each other and celebrate after the successful trick.
Ironically for the Spartans, their
first victory against a conference
opponent won’t count. Because all
Big West teams couldn’t schedule
seven conference games, a coin
toss at the beginning of the season
determined that this game would-

Comt

di

Si

Spartan Daily. Staff Writer

Wil II 1111

I lei e. said defensive tackle Toni
ii Ii. is Ito spent the day battling
Utah state outside linebacker
Brandon Dyson.
"He o,ts bad mouthing us all
day," Sotelo said of Dyson. "He
really wanted to beat us into the
ground."
Utah State’s aggressive play
began to backfire. Aided by pass
interference calls and penalties,
Dean twice marched the Spartans
to the end zone. After an Aggie
field goal gave Utah a 30-23 fourth
quarter lead, the Spartans came to
life when Hayes found his second
four-leaf clover of the day.
On a third and 20 after the
eighth Aggie sack of the day, Dean
hit the freshman receiver on a 40
yard arcing bomb. Hayes carried
the ball 30 more yards into the
Aggie end zone sending the
Spartan sideline into excited
spasms. The reception gave Hayes
his first career one hundred yard
game.
With the 0-4 Spartans down by
one, head coach John Ralston
decided that a tie wasn’t enough
for the Spartans. For the first time
this season, the Spartans attempted a two-point conversion, Dean
rolling right and waiting for Hayes
to clear the linebacker. But before
lie could release the ball, the
Aggies forced Dean to tuck it away,
smashing the Spartan hopes for a
late fourth quarter lead.
It was decision time again on the
kickoff. With two minutes, 26 seconds on the clock, Ralston chose
to let his defense do the job.
"You never go for an onside
kick," Ralston said, "if you can
make sure you can get the ball
back."
"Had they made a first down,
then you’d end up with egg on
your face. It either works or it doeswork."
Luckily for the Spartans, it
worked. the Aggies were forced to
punt. A 21 -yard return by Brian
Lundy gave SJSU the ball at their
own 48. down by one point, with
57 se( ,inds on the clock, no timeouts and an 0-5 start looming on
the honion.
That’s when running back Pat

.4,111(1.111gs.
n’t count for conferei
The strange twist didn’t ruin the
Spartans party after the game.
"After the win, you come in this
locker room," said the smiling
quarterback Carl Dean. "and silt
can’t help bin just hug eNery guy
you see."
The dream started early for San
Jose State Unnetsio as the team
got out to a solid lit St quarter lead.
Dean hit Brian Ri idle for a 23-yard
catch well into Utah territory. That
was good for the Spartans.
It was even better when the
swarming Aggies stripped the ball

I’ve been waiting for this
so long. This is something
that I’ve dreamed about.
Joe Furlow
SJSU kicker

97
from the big tight end, sending the
pigskin floating through the air on
a soft breeze of fortune into the
waiting freshman arms of Windrell
Hayes. Haves scrambled 41 yards,
flopping into the end zone for the
second Spartan touchdown of the
quarter and a I74i SJSU lead.
The dreamy afternoon quickly
descended into darkness as the
Aggies shocked
rough and min
the Spartans ha( k to reality with a
14 point outImist in the second
quarter. in( hiding running back
/Abu Wilson’s se«ind touchdown
of the clav
The Aggies swarmed Dean
throughout the quarter, sacking
him to et id two consecutive drives.
Fighting. Lii king and scratching,
the Aggies iuiriied a football game
into a bt.us I
"It was ke a street fight out
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Presenting
National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week

I can’t even explain how
I feel, it feels great to be
involved in a game like
that.
Windrell Hayes
SJSU wide receiver

77

Kit

Walsh came up with a bit of luck
himself, somehow managing to get
a foot down before falling out of
bounds on an 18 yard strike from
Dean.
"Patrick Walsh made one heck
of a catch," Dean said. "He’s a big
time player. Big time players make
big time plays.’
The big play moved the
Spartans to the Aggie 34 yard line.
Not wanting to give the ball away,
Dean threw two consecutive
incomplete passes trying to keep
the game under control. But iii
third down, all of hell broke lose.
Forced to scramble, Dean was
heading for the left sideline when
he was struck hard by the Aggie
defense. Unable to get out of
bounds to stop the clock and short
of the first down, Dean watched in
fright as the seconds began ticking
away. "1 thought ’Wow, we’re going

Join U5 on the Tower Lawn from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
for events highlighting health, safety and athletic related activities

Sponsored

the

F’ rrevention Education Prograri.

,,r, A Division of Student Affairs 924-5945

IAN DAILY

Defensive tackle Torn Sotelo gives fullback Jarries Hodgins a ride
after SJSU’s first victory of the season Saturday against Utah State.

Mon.October 9 and Tues. October 10
Bungee Run
Competition
Velcro Fly Wall
’Mountain Biking
*Artificial Rock Climbing
’Human Bowling
Soccer Challenge
Gladiator Joust
Miniature Golf
-and More!!!

wide
receiver
Freshman
Windrell Hayes felt like he was on
another planet in Saturday’s football game against Utah State
University.
"I can’t
even
explain
how 1 feel,
,t
feels
great to be
involved in
a game like
he
that,"
"1
said.
felt
haven’t
like
that
HAYES
since high
school."
Hayes, who seemed to be on a
Apollo 13 mission, felt as if he was
playing out of this world as he had
his first 100-yard performance of
his collegiate career and snatched
four receptions for 144 yards.
And after decoding the outer
depths of the Aggies defense, the
5-foot-11 inch freshman receiver
grabbed a 70-yard rocket from

c.r

to lose this,’" Dean said. "(The referee) didn’t stop the clock."
That’s when SJSU received the
biggest gift of all.
Somehow, somewa, in all of the
commotion, a Utah state player
like the
called a timeout.
relief that c(snes alit I isaking from
the
Spartans
took a
a nightmare,
big, deep breath. imd relaxed.
Most thankful for the respite was
Furlow.
"I think I Iffl’fit’d a little bit of
time to compose ins self," he said.
"They stopped the ( lock and I
started to calm down a bit and just
concentrate on the kick."

77re Sparta w, have a bye next work.
They fare the (ATV Ra sties’ Rebels
in the hornemming game Oct. 19

At Sunshine Graphics
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quarterback Carl Dean, for a
touchdown that brought the
Spartans within one point with
2:28 left in the game.
The Spartans then tried a twopoint conversion but failed. On
their next drive, SJSU drove to the
Auggies 32
where kicker Joe Furlow nailed
the 42-yard winning field goal.
Houston to... Hayes?
"Carl Dean told me ’I’m just
going to start throwing them up
there and you are just going to
have to go and get it,’" Hayes said.
"And I said ’all nght just throw it.’"
Roger out!
Hayes, who helped launch the
Spartans to a 32-30 last second win
over Utah State, went out and got
41- and 70-yard catches for two
touchdowns.
On a bizarre play in the second
quarter, tight end Brian Roche
had just caught a 23-yard pass
from Dean and was hit by Aggies
cornerback Mike Hudson, the ball
was popped up, and guess who
ended up with the ball?
"I was surprised," he said as he
gestured with his hands how the
ball dropped into his fingertips.
Surprised? That’s how he left
Utah State defenders, and everyone, as he finished the play by
breaking two tackles and breezing
41 yards for a touchdown, to put
SJSU up 17-6 in the second quarter, on the Spartans’ strangest play
of the season.
"It was a good heads up play by
Windrell," Roche said. "He did a
heck of a job running with the ball
once he got it."
Hayes hopes that he can play
similar to his high school days
where 100-yard games were a simple part of his repertoire.
In high school, he caught 138
passes for 2,566 yards and 35
touchdowns, landing him honors
on USA Today. His biggest high
school outing was against Vallejo
high school in the first round of
the playoffs his junior year. He
caught eight receptions for 201
yards and two touchdowns.
Hayes, who has 14 catches for
252 yards in five games, believes
that this game may instill more
confidence in his ability as a
receiver from his coaches, and he
hopes to be more involved in the
offense as the season progresses.
Hayes may not have to worry
about that any longer, though.
Just ask Dean, who took more
than a couple glances at the freshman receiver on Saturday.
"You got Windrell making two
big plays," Dean said proudly of
Ilayes’ two touchdowns.
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Stars spike in San Jose
Fans come out
to watch
U.S.volleyba 11
By Dexter T. Manglicmot
Spartan Daily Sports Editor

Judging by the wn fans ii i ii
San Jose Arena %vete chanting
"U.S.A." Friday night, one would
think it was already the 1996
Olympics in Atlanta.
But it’s only ’95 and this isn’t
Atlanta.
For one night, the hione of the
Sharks became the holm, i1 the
men’s and women’s ( mint %idleyball teams as 5,-0,1 "spa is-hungry" fans wan It, iii omen’s
team beat Canada. 1-i 7. I I I I 513 and the 111rIt’s 1,1111 shut ’ut
Japan 16-14, 15-1 and I
"I think it’s going to he really

PHOTO BY ERIC GRIGORIAN
SPARTAN DAILY
RIGHT: U.S.
Olympic men’s volleyball
team setter Lloy Ball celebrates during the third set
as the team closed in on a
victory over Japan Friday
night at the San Jose
Arena.

good (crowd) tonight." U.S. middle bloc ker Tom Sorensen said

barite he game. "I think that San
lose is .1 \ cry spi ’Its hungry crowd,
illiVNe showed tlial ’,Oh the supof the Shai ks. I just think

BELOW:
U.S. player Jeff Nygaard
kills the ball past Japan’s
Katsuyuki Ninami. Nygaard
had 14 kills, 4 blocks and 4
digs.

is, itcd I., 1,1\ t
,p(ol Is ui S,ui os,"

kind of

\iul eXCilt.d
,C1 c,
!Mist: meter reached the

IIIC

red during the women’s match against

( .anada.
it was great
said I S
women’s setter Yoko tette, hind. 1
got so fired up towatt I the end with
everylxidy shouting 1. S A."
s en though the women’s team
didn ’t start their usual starting
up. the Americans were able
keep the Canadians out of sync
id the match.
It
t think (the Canadiatisi
1

Ai
(Japan) was really down
in the dumps, then we just
started burying them.
IJoy Ball
U S Olympic setter

yy
came out to pl.’ , us as tough as
(before) when our starters were
in," said outside hitter Natalie
Williams as she signed autographs
for a mob of fans.
The men were up next, and, like
the women, came out with a different look.
"We’re using a lie up we
haven’t used that much, so we

have to wait and see how that s
going to go," Sorensen said before
the game. "There are things that
are probably going to get worked
out during the match."
One major change that certainly
worked itself out during the match
was starting Mike Lambert at the
opposite position and bringing Jeff
Nygaard
to the middle blocker
.
position.
Lambert led the U.S. team with
16 kills and three aces, one ace
coming at match point. Nygaard
also made significant contributions with 14 kills, 4 blocks and 4
digs.
Setter lin% Ball helped Lambert
earn teartidcailing numbers as he
connected with the player from
Stanford throughout the night.
"I was nervous at first," Lambert
said , "but tonight (Ball and I)
were really connecting and I just
got in the rhythm."
After the first set, the whole U.S.
team, along with the fans, started
getting into the t livthm of things
as the Americans it ushed japan in
the second set 15-1 and then
sealed the victor’, in the third set
15-5.
"(Japan) was really down in the
dumps," Lloy said about winning
the first set, "then we just started
burying them."

Volleyball needs space at SJSU
Outdoor courts
should be added
at the university
By Leslie Farmer
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

one of the most popsports at SJSU. needs some
space.
And Associate Prof essot Dick
Montgomery, who ten lies the
sport, believes that tittle is a spot
nade to order for the halkand-net
sport which ranges in intensity
from casual pick-up games to competitive bouts that have intricate
rules and intense competition.
What volleyball lacks on campus. Montgomery said, is an open,
outdoor space where it can be
plased.
For people living on campus. in
particular, places where the% caii
plai frisbee, softball, and vIles ball
ha% t been missing for a number of
VOICyhall,

ular

I here used to be some open
pace which students used for outloor recreation in the place where
I be Recreation Centers stands
11,Av, said Montgomery..
it us. tIn milk. slightly compat aid( t,,un tor re, ’cation is the
ale., in I tont 01 Tower I fall, where
tIi e occasional intrepid group of
students t an be Well ill impromptu games. The practice, unfortuLuck. is Ii, ’iined on by the adminisn .0 1,,n.
like
th.it :Irv:, in the
San ( mkt. ploict t that isnI being
deielop,,1 used tot kollcs
and
lc. CAI"!
Nit /111g0I11(11
said.
r (add put iti portable courts
,s11,1 e tilt’ barbecue pit.’. are, courts
lit it bunt can move the net

Volleyball team loses
if there is something essential
we’re missing that thev’t c not:
Paz-Soldan said. It’s hard to till
What started as a promising
Neumeier. who lead the WiIt
game for the SJSU women’s volley- Pack
with 13 digs, isis i
ball team against the University of how the
team rallied i, iiliii 111,1
Nevada-Reno on Saturday evening, the first game. "We ins’ t aim
quickly turned into a disappoint- together and plased like
kt
ing loss for the team.
"111.11 is ast 11
how," Neumeicr
The Spartans came out fired up Nevada out there iii We tits!
as they dominated the first match
by posting a winning score of 15-8. (game)."
fourth and final game of
The Wolf Pack couldn’t find their theThe
match was a seesaw mtiring
groove in the opening match as affair between the two teams,
they were plagued with a problem before the Wolf Pack won the set
of lack of communication. At one with a score of 15-9. The Wolf Pack
point in the match, when the ball won the match by winning the last
was descending down between three gatnes.
four players, all four Wolf Pack
One bright spot in the game tot
players watched it hit the ground the Spartans was senior setter
while waiting for one of the others Mazza Benitez. She had 55 assists
to bump it.
and 13 digs for the Spartans.
It was in the second match after
Throughout the game, the’ e
the Wolf Pack called for a time out wasn’t just a battle occurring
when the tide turned against the between the two teams, but aim,
Spartans. With the score being tied between cat h team’s rocketing
at 12, the Wolf Pack rallied behind spiker. Paz-Soldan and Neumeier.
sophomore outside hitter Tiffany
"(Paz- Soldan) hits very and yen
Neumeier as they won by the score fast," Neumeier said. " It’s hard to
of 15-13.
read where she’s going to hit thc
The spark and timing the ball. She’s a great pl.net."
Spartans had during the first two
"There’s always a Inner or two
matches quickly ceased in the on the team that arc little bit mot c
Pack
Wolf
third match. The
talented then the rest of their hit
stormed out to a 10-2 lead before
ters," Paz-Sol dansaid. "Some hit
the
on
door
the
slamming
good -some hit had. l’hat’s what
Spartans by winning the match by volleyball is all about."
the score of 15-3.
SJSU also lost Friday’s game to
SJSU senior outside hitter Paola New Mexico State University, 3-1.
Paz-Soldan, who lead the team The Roadrunners defeated the
with 28 kills and 15 digs, wasn’t Spartatis 15-7, 15-8, 9-15 and 15-13
sure what caused the team to swiftPaz-Soldan lead the Spartans
ly collapse. I’m not sure if it’s the with 24 kills as Benitez had fil
spark gone at the wrong moment, assists for the team.
By Chris Morris

around Si) the grass doesn’t get tt)o
isa,tii dOWII in one place.
I here are essentially three sorts
"Iles ball played in the United
they are interrelated but
dittemit.
I !tele is the recreational volleyball that most people play around
then neighborhoods.
There is volleyball that is somewhere between the recreational
mid the really competitive, and this

Ai
I’d like to see that area
in the San Carlos project
that isn’t being developed
used for volleyball and
recreation
Dick Montgomery
Associate Professor

VP
is the sort most people play at
SJSU. It has some defensive plays,
some spiking and blocking and
includes a certain amount of ball
handling skill.
And thctc is the competitive
gain, .olin h is played as intercollegiate ollcs ball. which is very complex ,uld set’. intense.
"I think a sand volleyball court
would be nice," Montgomery said,
"but the ’re high maintenance
you hake ti, SCItcn the sand frequenth. because kids who come
onto the ampus bins broken bottles and SI, 011 iii S.11111 and our
large prupu i I ut ’’of feral cats
would use it as a sandbox. With a
just make a
grass court sou

visual surveillance before you play
and you see ankThing that needs to
be taken out."
Jerry Simmons of the Associated
Students Board of Directors said
that the Associated Students has
been exploring the idea of constructing a volleyball court at the
7th and San Carlos project for several years.
"There’s an area that is not part
of all the landscaping that they’re
doing now," he said. "It’s just dirt.
The administration has asked us to
fund putting in a lawn and irrigation system in the whole area, and
the last cost estimate they gave us
was $50,000. From my personal
perspective that is a lot of money. I
hope we can just use the area for
volleyball and the administration
can get its lawn money elsewhere."
Associated Students, Simmons
said, supports a number of intramural sports. Currently volleyball
is only held indoors, at the Spartan
complex.
About 250 students regularly
participate in intramural volleyball, which is the third most popular intramural sport, trailing basketball and softball. About a third
of the players are from the fraternities and sororities, 20 percent
from residence halls and the rest
are unaffiliated students.
Caryn Collopy of the Sports
Center management said that
around 40 people usually show up
for the games held 7-1(1 Tuesday
nights at the mini-gym there. She
said, "Tuesdav night kolleyball is
for anyone who’s interested and
comes itt. It’s a team sport so you
work with new people and make
social contacts. It’s not a competition, just for people who enjoy the
sport on a recreational
"

Grow with the company
that never stops!

or

Spartan Day Staff Writer

For I us consecut is ,cars. Stryker has enjoyed an annual
onder Forbes rated Stryker one of
growth of 204 .
the "200 Best Small i,,mpanies- and Bustru s, Ii, Os
named it tune ,ut the M,,sa Innovative Companies- in
America. Stryker currently has challenging opportunities
available for talented individuals in the following areas:
Manufacturing Engineers
Quality Engineers
Design Engineers
Engineering Co-ops
Buyers and Planners
Marketing Associates
Stryker is a successful manufacturer ot medical devices
with locations in Santa Clara. California and Kalamazoo.
Michigan. We will be on campus on October 12 and 23.
you can make a difference
1995. If you want to learn
in your career, please allelld Mil Information Session on
Thursday, October 12 at 12:30 p.m.
Student Union, Guadelupe Room

FRIDAY

NOVEMBER 3 IIPM

EVENT CENTER AT SAN JOSE STATE
TICKETS S010 FiCiUSutiiiV TO 311101KITS ION SIRS! WEEK Of SASES

TICKETS $2 OFF WITH COLLEGE 1.0.,
t

PM0.11 111111,...... 1,0 0.2
1.11111111,1 I ARO 111 SU. YIC.I lt

L, /SA

It vou are unable to attend the information session. hut
are interested in a rewarding opportunity with Stryker.
please send or fax your cover letter and resume to
Stryker Endoscopy, Human Resources, 2540 Walsh
Ave., Santa (7Iara. CA 95051; Fax @MO 567-2502.
Equal Opportunitk I’mployer

stryker
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Brew Ha Ha
From page 1
beet lest. We love the wide range of bee’
and food."
The festival began at noon on and
ended at 7:3.0 p.m. on both Saturday and
Stuiday. San Pedro Square was lined with
booths, mostly of micro breweries, but
also of food and face painting.
One could purchase beer-tasting kits
for ten dollars, which included a Brew
Ha Ha tasting glass and five tasting
tokens, each additional token was one
dollar. How much was a taste? One
token was worth four ounces of beer.
"They don’t fill the glass up all the
way. They only poor it up to this line (as
he points with his finger)," said Mike
Benjamin, a SJSU senior majoring in
environmental studies. But the complaining didn’t keep him away. I just
came out to taste a lot of beers. It was
fun last year, it’s a tradition."
The festival was produced by the
Downtown Association. The proceeds of
the event went to the San Jose Historical
Museum Association.
It seems to be a lot more crowded
than last year," said Claire Umeda of the
Downtown Association. "No major problems either. The numbers increase as the
Liter shifts come in. We’re up about 20
percent form last year," she said.
With an event based around alcohol,
the question of drunkenness has to be
posed.
"It’s a great crowd. yen’ well behaved.

It always is," said officer B. De. Niers of
the San _lose Police Department. ’So far
so good.
The comedy showcase was a hit with
the crowd also. Comedians such as Will
Durst, most luiown for his political satire;
Renee Hicks, from ABC’s Hanging with
Mr. Cooper; Carlos Alazraqui, winner of
San Francisco’s Comedy Competition;
and Clinton Jackson. from NBC’s A
Different World were all there to lend
their humor. The seating around the
stages were full for each of the performers.
The food was also a force to be reckoned with. Local restaurants set up
booths selling treats for those who needed a little something with all that beer.
The Tied House had their Chinese
chicken salad, Hamburger Mary’s had,
well, hamburgers and turkey burgers,
Shark and Rose had Cajun turkey legs
and shark kebabs, and shrimp cocktails
were being carted around in a little red
wagon. The smell of the food was mixed
with that of cigars though.
Some vendors walked around with
trays hung from their necks, like hot dog
vendors at baseball games, but sold cigars, cigarettes. and candy instead.
"It’s fun. I found some new good
beer," Heather Robles of San Jose said.
"We’re on an absolute quest for the
best beer in America," John Kunde of
San Jose said. "There is nothing to dislike here."

PHOTO 55 CURLS SIME-stl

SPRIAL TO THE DALIN

People turned out by the thousands to drink beer and see live comedy Saturday and Sunday at San Jose’s third annual Brew Ha Ha in San Pedro Square. For $10, customers received a beer tasting glass and five tokens to taste beer.

Nobel: Laureate dedicates her life to humanitarian causes and making changes
From page 1
her family, Menchu believes reconciliation is necessary.
"Reconciliation is perhaps possible. I don’t mean reconciliation is
going to be easy. It’s going to take
a long time," said Menchu as she
described an incident she encountered when she returned to her village in Guatemala after 14 years of
exile.
Menchu was approached by two
women with sad faces who asked
her if she remembered them. To
her confusion, she could not recall
who they were but greeted them
and gave them her autograph.
It was only when the women left
that Menchu’s brother informed
her that two women were the same
ones who turned her mother into
the authorities.

Menchu admitted she would
have been angry if she had knowledge of the women’s identities.
However, her heart was pleasant
toward the women and both she
and the women were satisfied
when their encounter was over.
"It means that the human being
is capable of everything. We just
have to have an open mind."
Menchu said.
In fear of her life, Menchu left
her native country in 1981 and
exiled to Mexico. Since then she
has dedicated her life to humanitarian causes.
In 1992, Menchu was awarded
the Nobel Peace Prize, for her
work to end the Guatemalan government’s brutality and mistreatment toward the country’s indigenous peoples.

She demanded the preservation
of the 23 Mayan languages and
that the government not force the
children to learn Spanish. She
fought to get more Mayans elected
to office. Although Mayans
accounted for 70 percent of the
country’s 9.2 million people. only
for members serve in the 116member Guatemalan government.
To a predominant audience of
women and college students, she
encouraged them to make
changes. She told them that liberty, justice and peace are things
humans should be working for
everyday of their lives.
"We have to promote the youth.
We want new people in power (in
the government). You can’t make
the children and the youth be
quiet. You can’t keep the women

quiet," Menchu said.
Menchu encouraged women
and young people to vote in order
to change the world.
"To vote is to have power. Voting
is a right. Voting is an obligation,
She said. Menchu inspired the
audience to be "pioneers" and to
"break some rules," because
silence will not bring about
changes in the world.
Cherri Gomez, coordinator of
SJSU’s Women’s Resource Center,
found Menchu’s talk powerful.
She said changes in the world can
take place when the country’s government is willing to recognize its
problems.
"People listen to her because of
her experience," Gomez said. "Our
government listens to the
Guatemalan problems, but our

government is not listening to our
country’s problems. We’re willing
to admit other countries’ problems, but our (country’s) problems
need to be fixed."
Gomez agrees with Menchu that
the solution to the social problem
lies in women and young people.
She believes the government will
aclutowledge the country’s problems if women and young people
demand to be heard.
Menchu came back two weeks
from the United Nations World
Conference on Women held in
Beijing, China.
It was such an incredible thing,
so many women in China,"
Menchu said. But everything was
Chinese to me because I couldn’t
understand anything. Really."
However, she added, I do think

SpartaFest

Bazaar: Student organizations involved in celebration of ethnic foods
From page 1
they voted for us. That’s
what we’re here for."
The financial assistance
seems to have worked;
there are 27 student associations involved in this year’s
food bazaar, compared with
13 last year.
Manuel Alexandre, a
senior majoring in electrical engineering who is executive assistant to the A.S.
president, said 5,000 to
6,000 students are expected
to stop by during the twoday event.
The International Food
Bazaar is open from 10 a.m.
until 2 p.m. today and
Tuesday on the Tower
Lawn. Seating is available.

MENU OF FOOD BAZAAR
AKBAYAN
Lunipia, Rice, Pancit

CAMBODIAN STUDENT ASSN.
Shish kebabs, St -ant rit C. Sodas
CLUBE LUSRANIA (PORTUGUESE
CLUB)
Linguica, Sweet Inca.’

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Beat is. Hot links, Cookies
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PLANT
ENGINEERS
FiliQ Ribs, Chicken

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION
Soft pretzel, Churros, Popcorn.
Cotton candy

AMERICAN
SOCIETY
OF
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
Fruit Smoothies. Slush krImbs

GAMMA ZETA ALPHA
Asconuts, Cucumbers
INTERNATIONAL CENTER
reari HIV,/ 911 II sit songs

ARAB STUDENT CLUB
Falafel. I I unii ous,
liaklava
ASIAN STUDENT UNION
Currs chicken, Ca rolls, Pork
bun
BLACK STUDENT UNION
BBQ Chicken, Beans, Rice. Pie.
Cornbread

INSTITUTE OF PACKAGING PROFESSIONALS/TAPPI
BBQ Chicken, Salmi, Rio-

NUTRITION AND FOOD SCIENCE
CLUB
Fruit sorbet, Oriental chicken
salad

SIGMA OMICRON PI
Chow fun/mein, leriyaki
chicken, Almond Jell-0, Fried
rice, Vietnamese desert

OMAHA O’HAWAll
Rice, BBQ Chicken, Macaroni
salad

SIGMA THETA PSI
(A., On the cob

PI ALPHA PHI
Egg rolls. Corn on the cob,
Rice/Fried Rice, Chow mein,
Salad
PlUPP10 ENGINEERING
STUDENT ORGANIZATION
BB( Shish kt-bah. Gar Ili toed
rice’
RECREATION STUDENTS
ASSN.
Ile credits

LAMBDA PHI EPSILON
MEChA (MOVIMIENTO ESTUDIANTI CHICHANO DE AZTLAN)
Glottis a.sadas, Aguas Frewas,
Virgin margaritas

SIGMA DELTA ALPHA
Beef tacos, littritos. l’ortas, Aguas
Frew as

stock those kind of conferen, is
do have a lot of values. We have t,i
respect them."
Although Menchu misses her 9month-old son who is staying with
relatives in Guatemala, she is currently on a 15-day, six-city tour of
the United States.
Menchu hopes her painful experiences will help motivate people
to work for justice and peace.
As the evening ended, she told
the audience that life for her is
good. Menchu and her husband
are constructing a family, and her
in-laws have replaced the family
she lost.
"Life for me is happy. I don’t
feel like a victim. Never. If you feel
like a victim, you will never move
forward," Menchu said.

From page 1
ticket sales. "We didn’t expect
this," he said.
President Caret said he was pleased with
the turnout. He said it’s always good to
bring people back to the campus.
Many students on campus didn’t know
what was going on. Some said they would
have attended, but they hadn’t heard anything about it before Sunday.
I am always interested in what is going
on here at the campus," said business major
Margaret White. I would like to have
gone."
The intention of SpartaFest coordinators
is to raise private funds for academic programs while reaching out to the university’s
alumni and friends.
Jan Vargas, a 1951 education graduate,
said she was looking for a reason to come
back to the campus other than for sporting
events. She said she will be back again next
year.
Caret will be installed at the Event Center
followed by a reception at the central plaza
on Seventh Street from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m.
SNSalliped With

SJSU ASH)
1)rinks. Fruit smoothies
SJSU SAILING TEAM
Madzo ball soup, Palate’s,
Shaved ice, Frozen Ironies
SOCETY OF WOMEN
ENGINEERS
Milk shakes, Fruit chiller.
Smoothies
STUDENT OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPY ASSN.
iiia ha oi optional extras
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Inauguration: University beg an setting aside donations for ceremony years ago

From page 1

better off you are while NMI aft
here," Caret said. "And the more

The money

pride and quality we can build into
the institution for the future, the
more it’s going to mean to you as
an alum."
Caret is hopeful that students
will realize this and attend the ceremony. "I think it’s really important for the students that the institution keep its image, and pride,
and honor, and tradition up," he
said. "I hope that the students will
participate in the event."
As Caret sees it, the ceremonies
and events surrounding his inauguration will be much more than
just a personal celebration. He sees
this Friday’s ceremony as the
beginning of a new era in SJSU his-

The $100,000-plus cost of the
inauguration has already been covered according to university officials.
Redding said the university has
been setting aside donations for
years in anticipation of the ceremony. These donations and the
revenue generated by the Gala
Celebration are expected to help
the university break even on the
event without receiving any special
state funds, Redding said.
But the steering committee
hopes the university does more
than break even.
"This is an opportunity to showcase our university," she said. "It’s a
good chance for us to not be taken
for granted. Students are going
out and becoming part of the community. People should know where
they come from."
President Caret also says the
inauguration is for the students.
"This is your institution," he
said. "The better this school is, the

tory.

"We are about to move forward,"
Caret said. "We are about to take
some positive steps. We are about
to take this campus to the next
level of its evolution."
Caret hopes SJSU can take a
new position among the nation’s
universities. He said more than
150 colleges are sending representatives and more than 300 more
sent proclamations acknowledging

this event.
"The whole acadenut vs it Id is
buying into San Jose Statt taking
this next step," he said.

The investiture

World Wide Web to find out more
inIOrniati.in on the CU-SeeMe volt’
ware tic. ,,,,try to view the cerernoIIN.

The central plaza

The highlight of the ceremony
will be the official investiture of the
powers of the presidency to Caret
by CSU Chancellor Barry Munitz,
Redding said.
The official act, along with the
rest of the ceremony, will be broadcast live on campus television. Bob
Reynolds, who is producing the
video portion of the ceremony,
said that a 16-foot screen will be set
up in the Event Center where the
inauguration will be projected as it
happens.
Campus radio station, KSJS, will
present a simulcast of the ceremony as will KLIV-AM, if coverage of
the O.J. Simpson trial has concluded.
Reynolds said the simulcast of
the inauguration using video-conthe
ferencing software and
Internet is also ready. People interested can use the KSJS home page
on
the
(http://www.ksjs.org)

Alter the ceremony, the event
moves to an area of Seventh Street
designated as the central plaza.
Coordinator Stone said it’s an
open reception - complete with
decorated cakes and nonalcoholic
punch - so that students can say
hello to their newly inaugurated
president.
"Any student that would like to
be there is more than welcome,"
Stone said.
Redding hopes students will
come and join the celebration.
"We hope that the whole plaza
will be filled with well-wishers," she
said.
Construction in the plaza area
will not be completed in time for
the reception but Stone said that
shouldn t get in the way of the festivities.
"I’ve been told it will be as ready
as possible," she said. "Facilities has
been giving us a great effort. They

have trails hern working hard
Redding visited the site last week
to ensure that the el (-4 will be.
ready. She said red and blue decorative tiles have finally been laid
and that fences will be pushed
back before the a( unties,
"We’d love to tell you that it’d
be all done," she said, but it
won’t."
Redding also said students will
find a surprise in the plaza
Thursday morning. Declining to
elaborate further, the Conet(it
Advancement director, said iink
that "a new element" will appear.
The

gala

The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
EMPLOYMENT
services advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee Implied. The ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Non
classified columns of the Spartan croft veener’s heat, agc TO hisrait
Daily consist of psid advertising $9.50-$10.50. Resouce Dray desie
aid ofterIngs are not approved or to work on lira. for cutturalty diverse
verified by the newspoper.
canm. statewide. Duties olcudema
ings, taking minutes, forrnatting etc.
Proficient WordPerfect 5.1, PC/MAC
FOR RENT
literate. Ont. commurication & writing
skills. Send resumes to EPA 1W.
STUDIO COTTAGE’ 300 Sq. Ft. Campbell Ave. Ste. 40, Campbell. CA
Private entrance, large yd, rustic, 95008 FAX 408374-7385. EOE
good for 1 with not much fum. Si.
$475mo+$475 dep: shared utils. GREAT PRE-MED EXPERIENCE
Days: 7432677/ Eves: 726-3540. Aide for 35 yr.old wheelchair user
in his pleasant PA cottage. Sat. &
2 BORN APARTMENT- $750/MO. Sun. 10pm-7am, or wkdays 7amSecurity type building
7pm. Some free study time.
Secure Parking
$10/hr. 415-568.1225.
Close In
Modern Building
RECEPTIONIST OPENINGS Job
Free Basic Cable service
shanng opportunrty with a fast-paced
Laundry Room
Quick peter. Hours 8:00am-1:00pm
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
and 12:00pm.5:00pm. Will train on
(408) 295-6893.
Isotec phone system. Must have
pleasant, helpful telephone manner.
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS. Fat Name 03277-0131 or Cal CaCep
Large 2 bdrm/2 ba. Very clean. 2770703.
Security type bldg. Laundry. Cable
available. Ample parking. Quiet ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
with good neighbors. Walk or ride Seneca Center is looking for a PT
bike to school. Responsive Admin. Assistant for their Fremont
management. We take advance Site. Must be organized and
deposits. $745-$795/month. experienced. Must be proficient in
Call 288-9157.
Microsoft Word and have strong
typing and editing skills. Will be
UNFURNISHED OFFICE space. responsible for a variety of
Sleeping room possibility can be challenging tasks. Resumes to:
discussed. Information: 297-2697. Seneca Center, 2275 Arlington
Dr., San Leandro, CA 94578
CLASSIC 1 BORM APARTMENT Attn: TNA or fax 510.481-1605.
with balccrry. For dean. quiet sober People of cola strorgly encouraged
& financially responsible single to apply.
adult. $595/mo. 553-13 So. 6th
St. Tom: 292-3239 or 492.8828. P/T TUTORS NEEDED NOW to
prepare middle/high school stuSUMMER WIND
dents for college. Teach AVID
THE LARGEST 2 & 3 BEDROOM (Advancement Via Individual
APARTMENT HOMES PI THE AREA! Determination) methods: 4-12
hrs/wk; 56-$8/hr./ Openings at
1,000 to 1,400 sq. ft.
W/D hook ups
schools in Santa Clara, Santa
Huge Clubhouse
Cruz, and Monterey counties. Call
Andrea Lichtet Santa Clara Co.
Resident activities
Minutes to campus
Office of Ed. @ 408/453-6899.
2 Swimming pools
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
Racquetball & Tennis Courts
Basketball Courts
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Corporate Sites, Top Pay!
Rants from $825.00 month!
408-279-2300
Too many benefits to list!
Day. Swing. Grave Shifts, F,’r& P/T.
Call am perscrt Mat-Sun 7-7.
SHARED HOUSING 408-286-5880.5580 Merida" Pe
latvolSalCalosallftfrIta,
behind the Cad and Party Stare.
MASTER BORM,New house $500/
mo. Quia. ncasmoker. Srge/couple.
408.247-4607 or 415-424-6277. ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE ASST.
P/T, 20 hours/week, flexible.
Bascom/280/Moorpark, Bdr. $7-$8/hour. Require: 10 key,
& Ba. in 2 bdr/2ba apt. N/S. computer data entry, filing good
All amenities. Own phone. personality. LeBoulanger Inc.
305 N. Mathilda Ave. Sunnyvale.
$535+ PGE. 297-8761.
Phone: 408-774.9000 x 235.
TWO ROOMS IN LARGE house for 8am4pm. Mon. -Fri.
rent. E.SJ., $375+/mo. 10 min
from State. Responsible. 2237287.
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS
H.S. gel Clean OMV. Wail Merl yiu
want with our cars. Call 971-7557.
999W. San Carlos St. San Jose.
FOR SALE
86 YAMAHA SCOOTER 125cc 10k
m es. Goat cab. 2 seater. Hlmt incl.
Only $715. obo. Pang 298-8888.
HOT-DOG STAND for Frat/Sorortty
for sale. Use for special events or
parties/fundraisers. $3,500.
Call Scott 415-969-9833.
8 PARADISE CRUISE TIX on SF
Bay. Sell as package $40. incl.
appetizers & entertainment. $3.50
fee/person. Megan 403998.5076.

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student- "Family Muiticar"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year,
Save 30%. 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1.800-655-3225.

SPORTS/THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned dr operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

RECEPTIONIST
Part time afternoons (Mon -Fri.)
Contact: Dr. Iris Bloomer
n & k Technology Santa Clara
408-982-1151.

FRDAY, OCT. 6
Presidential Inauguratioti
*investiture
10a-m.
SJSU Event Center

Reception
11:30am.
Seventh Strc,

TEACHERS
Campbell before & after school
program has AM & PM positions
available. We are looking for a
team player with 12 ECE units,
experience with school-age children
and knowledge of NAEYC Accred.
Excellent salary & benefits. Call
Laura 408.3732143. EOE.
TECHNICIAN
Part Time
Contact: DC. Ins Bloomer
n & k Technology, Santa Clara
408.982-0840.
$8./tr. DM SANDWICH MAKERS
Tues.-Weds.-Thurs.-Fri. Part-time.
The Sourdough, 848 R First St. S.J.
Mae PROGRAMMER $29K-$32K
FIT DOE. P/T 18.75 hrs/wk. Nonprofit women’s health agency.
Assist network users, upgrading,
write programs, design database,
excellent written & communication
skills. Excellent benefits. EOE.
Send resume to EPA 1 W. Campbell Ave. Ste. 40. Campbell, CA
95008. FAX 408.3747385.
BOOKKEEPER/CLERK Non-profit
women’s health agency. 30
hrs/wk. LOTUS 123, WordPerfect
5.1 skills. 5150041670. month.
Exc. benefits. Mall or FAX resume
to E.P.A. 1 W. Campbell Ave. Bldg
D #40, Campbell, CA 95008. Attn:
Ftrsonnel. FAX 408.374.7385. EOE
814.00 / HOUR
Sales
Weekends/Evenings
Canvassers and Telernarketers
253-8818.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed it the immediate
ava. RP-time/part-time openings.
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.
$SE DELIVERY DRIVERS NS
Restaurant Food Service.
Excellent part-time job.
Earn $9 to $11 per hour.
Flexible day and evening hours.
Require atm car + good DMV+ Ins.
San Jose aCupertino area. Call
TAKEOUTTAXI 369-9400 after 5pm.
TEACHER/AIDE Preschool and
School Age Program. Energetic
individuals encouraged to apply.
Teacher position - ECE units
required. All majors accepted.
Call Gardner Children’s Center.
998.1343.
WOULD YOU ENJOY WORKING
with children while earning up to
$20.00/hour? If so Temple Beth
Sholom is looking for you! We
have an immediate opening for a
Religious School teacher. Please
call 578-0693 or fax resume to
374-7928.
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
FT/PT positions w/infants, toddlers. preschool and school age.
Great advancement and growth
oppty. Good benefits. Mimed.
openings. ECE + exper. preferred.
Call Action Day Nurseries.
408.8674515.

MAINTENANCE ASST. Basic
maintenance functions, painting,
plumbing, carpentry, etc. Apply at
3rd level S.U. Director’s Office.
For more info: 924-6310.

DAYCARE TEACHERS. Small
World Schools is hiring teachers
Certain advertisements in
for our school -age daycare prothese columns may refer the
grams. 6-12 units in ECE, Rec,
reader to specific telephone
Psych, Soc. or Ed req. Experience
numbers or addresses for
preferred. Most positions are
additional information.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up 2 5:30 or 2:30 6, M.F. Short
Classified readers should be
to $2,000+/month. World travel. morning shifts are also available.
reminded that when making
Seasonal & full-time positions. No Call 379-3200 ext. 21.
these further contacts, they
exp necessary. For info. call
should require complete
1-2060340468 ext. C60411.
8 EARN EXTRA CASH S
information before sending
up to $120/week!
money for goods of services.
PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST
Become a Sperm Donor.
In addition, readers should
Downtown SJ Law Firm has imme- Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
carefully investigate all firms
diate opening for PT receptionist Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
offering employment listings
8am-12noon, M-F. Must speak Contact California Cryobank
orcoupons for discount
some Spanish. Need some complier. 415-324-1900, M-F, 8-5pm.
vacations or merchand Ise.
phone & clerical experience. Good
interpersonal and organizational BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE,
skills. Please apply in person at part-time, am/pm shifts. Serving FREE MONEY For Your Education,
96 N. 3rd St. 500, between Downtown San tee Appy rt person. Apply for your share in millions of
9am.4pm M -F.
22 West Saint John, San Jose. unclaimed private sector aid. Call
Scholarship Resource Services.
WANT
AALE(S) Tutor/Driver CHINESEILJAPANESE egg donors 408-261-8676.
$8 per hr. 5 afternoons per wk. Childless Chinese and Japanese
Must have own car & insurance. couples need help of caring FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
DMV print out required. Call Chinese & Japanese women to Billion in private sector grants &
259-2781 for interview.
start family. $2,500. + costs paid scholarships is now available. All
upon retrieval at an In Vitro students are eligible regardless
SKI RESORTS HIRING Ski Fertilization clinic. If you’re Chinese of gates, oxme. or parent’s imam
Resorts are now hiring for many or Japanese. 21-29, healthy, non- Let us help. Call Student Financial
positions this winter. Up to smoker. average height, average Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
52.000+ in salary & benefits. weight, in college or career, and F60411.
Call Vertical Employment Group: preferably have been pregnant
(206) 634-0469 ext. V60411.
before. call Jackie Gorton. CASH FOR COLLEGE. 900.000
attorney, 415-4854969 to apply. grants available. No repayments,
$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
ever. Quality immediately. 1-803
with scheduled increases.
243.2435.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
OPPORTUNITIES
Full-time or Part-time
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
RUSSIAN Businessman considers
SERVICES
FULL TRAINING
your business offers. Leonid at
408/924-1361 or 408/2929240. COCHRELL’S Professional
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
Resumes. Member or PARW.
Medical/Dental Insurance
FANTASTIC INCOME opportunity Reasonable rates. 356-6782.
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
distributing wild -grown. organic
Apply: Mon.- Fri. 8am - 5pm.
products. 12-yr-old company
FREE AUGNMENT CHECK
Vanguard Security Services
is industry leader. Easy, turnkey
and BRAKE INSPECTION!
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
marketing plan can earn you
Student Discounts.
New 101 at San Tomas Expressway, substantial income quickly,
Big-O-Tirss
part-time. Lots of support! 2336 B Camino Real. Santa Clara.
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
For FREE AUDIO TAPE call Mon. - Fri: 8 to 5:30. Sat: 9 tp 4.
for egg donation. Desperate 408-264-7871 (24 hour message).
281-4430.
Asian couples need your help
to conceive. Can you help’? NO FEAR!!! MULTI -MILLION $ WRITING ASSISTANCE any
Ages 21-30, healthy and environmental company seeks subject. Why suffer and get poor
responsible. Generous stipend five intense individuals for bay grades when help is Just a call
and expenses paid. Please call area expansion. Full or part-time. away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
WWFC 1-510.820.9495.
full-time training. To arrange for college teacher) assists with
an interview. call Sande Holz at research & writing. Tutorial also
SUBSTITUTES-FLEXIBLE HOURS. 408-358.7711
avail. Friendly. caring, confidential.
Small World Schools is hiring
Convenient Peninsula location.
substitute teachers for Our 14 800 HOW-TO-BOOKS, REPORTS Dissertation/thesis specialist.
preschool & school-age daycare & Guides, you can reprint & sell. Samples & references available.
programs. 6-12 units to ECE. Rec, Complete text of all 600 on Chinese & other langs. spoken.
Psych. Soc. or Ed required. Exp. Windows CD ROM. Just $99. Foreigners welcome! Call today
preferred. This is a great position 1-806241-9229 Visa/MC/ArnExP, for free phone consultation:
for students. We can work around
(415) 525-0505...ask for Daniel.
your school schedule - even if
you are only available 1 or 2
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
SCHOLARSHIPS
afternoons. Cal 379-3200 ext 21.
accept.ng students who wish to
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE for excel in playing guitar Or bass. All
ADMIN. ASST. partelms Flex his. college & grad students. Grades. levels welcome: Beginning.
Downtown firm seeks sharp & SAT scores & age not assays a factor. Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
friendly individual with excellent Recorded message gives details any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock.
verbal communication and typing 4066294098, Announcement *176. Fusion, Funk, Reggae. or Folk.
speed (45wpm). Must be detail
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
oriented. Computer experience
GUARANTEED
helpful. Will train. 59.03-812.03 to
SCHOLARSHIPS& GRANTS
WRMNG HEM Fast professional
start. Fa( resume to 408.9930759.
Ultimate Financial Opportunity
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Attn: John.
for College Students.
Letters, reports, essays, state
ments articles. etc. For more
Everyone Qualifies.
wait!
Call
now!
info please call Dave Bolick,
Don’t
FAST FUNDRAISER Raise $500 in 5 days Greeks.
UFO NETWORK
510-601-9554. Emergencies o.K.
groups, c1Lbs, motivated individuals.
510-651-3773
VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX.
Fast, easy -No financial obligation.
1-800-862-1982 ext. 33.

FOR

NanoNAL / AGENCY RATES CAL). 408-924-3277

Print your ad her. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

ULHOODEIEDOODDEIEDEDEDOCIOCIEEE171110
111E1DOEDECIDEIDEIDOODEIDOCIOOMOEJEIDOE
CIOCIOCIDOOODOOCIOCIMEJEIDECIDOEIDOODO
EIEDDEIMODFTEIOFFIDE7777ET-H7777E170
’TTL
Ad RiNlIst 3 -line minimum
corm
TWO Three
NW.
D2151
DAY
3 lines
$9
$5
$7
4 lines
$6
$10
La
5 lines
$11
$7
$9
6 lines
$10
$12
$11
$1 for each additional line

Name
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Five Address
Days
0 cede
$13 on, a State
$14
Phone
$115
$16
Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
After the Nth day, rate Increases by $1 per day. fen Jose State University
San Jam CA 9519243149
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each
IN Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente’ Hall, Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
SEMESTER RATES
All ads are prepaid III No refunds on cancelled ads
10-14 lines. $90
3-9 lines: $70
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
15-191ineS $110
QUESTION/ CALL (4011) 524-3277

Please check /
one classification:
Clubs’ _Rental Ho,,srg
Greek Messages’ _Shared Housire
_Rea Estate
_Events*
_Announcements* _Services*
_Lost and Found** _Health/BeauN
_Volunteers*
_Sports/Thrills
_Insurance
_For Sale*
_Autos For Sale* _Entertanmem
_Computers Etc* _Travel
_Tutoring*
_Wanted*
_Employment
_Word Proces, .
_Scholarships
_Opportunities

rates available for these classitications.$5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
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SATURDAY, OCT. 7
Gala Celebration
A social dinner to celebrate
SJSU’s 23rd president
6p.m., Regency Ballroom,
Fairmont Hotel, 150 S. Market
Street

Phone: 924-3277

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

* Special student

AtadetnicFoluniThe Metropolitan University
A round-table discussion
moderated by President Caret
about the elements of a modeni
campus. 7p.m. Engineering
Bldg. Rm.189

celebration

The final element to the inaugural events svili be the $125-aplate gala celebration at the
Fairmont Hotel.
The Saturday night fete is a
chance for the community to celebrate along with President Caret.
Stone said the dinner will have a
"Pacific Rim" theme, featuring
food from Asia and the Americas.

Classified

INAUGURATION SCHEDULE
THURSDAY, OCT. 5

FAX: 924-3282

WORD PROCESSING

TUTORING

TEN YEARS EXPERIENCE
& only ten minutes from campus
(Cupertino/West San Jose areal.
Term Papers, Thesis, Resumes.
Tape Transcription, etc.
APA. Turabian and MLA
Days and evenings, seven days.
Suzanne 996-1686.

SKILLED TUTORING SERVICES
.ne
through your acc,
..--s
effortlessly. Con
,
a
thorough grasp of CO,.e,e
One hour appointrrentS at $22.50.
Call 374-5150.

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes, letters.
mini-micro cassette transcription.
etc. All formats. Experienced.
dependable. quick return.
Almaden/Branham area.
Call Linda 408-264-4504.
Please leave message.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing. Free
spell check and storage. APA.
Turabian and other formats.
Resumes. editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cal Paul or Virginia 408.251-0449.
HAYWARDFREMONTUNION CITY
Wordprocessing & typing:
Academic /Bus. work accepted!!
ReportsThesesMLA/Turabian
EXPERT in APA format (4th Ed)
WP 5.1/6.0 - Laser Printer FAX
7 days a week 7:00am-9:00 pm.
SUZANNE SCOTT
516441-0504 or 510489-9794.

HEALTH & BEAUTY
MEN & WOMEN BARE IT ALL!
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back- Chest Lip’ Bikini Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First amt.
1/2 price if made before June 1,
1995. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
621 E C-ampbeli Ave. *17.
Campty.
379-3500.
ELECTROLYSIS CUM.
Your own proue ,r ciposable.
335 S. Baywooa Ave. San Jose.
247-7486
50% DISCOUNT
Permanent Cosrnet,:s by sn
Enhance your natural beauty!
Eye Liner - Ups - Eyebrows.
Expires June 1st, 1995.
408-3743500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E Campoeil Ave. #17,
Campbeil. CA 95008.

DAILY
CROSSWORD
answtrs will appear in rlu

ACROSS
1 Rubberneck
6 Flower holder
9 Space shuttle’s
path
14 Assortment
15 B.C.’s neighbor
16 Yogi 17 House pet
19 Language of a
subgroup
20 Bodies of water
21 Ducks cousins
23 CravingS
24 In the distance
26 Suspicious
28 Call forth
31 Bills
33 Coach Knute 34 Passed
38 - gin
39 Basketball
official
40 Popular seafood
42 Firedog
45 Type of cereal
47 Noblewoman
48 Cease sleeping
49 Pulls hard
52 Religion
53 Mother - lore)
54 Navajo dwelling
57 Actor Everett
61 Fragrances
63 Bullhorn
65 Start a tennis
game
66 Anger
67 High - pranks
68 Icy rain
69 Newsman
Koppel
70 Red meat
DOWN
1 Droops
2 Answer on a
quiz
3 Divas song
4 Searched

,X5r

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

IMO@ MIS
0000 M
OMM0
M00 MO
00MOM
0000130
011MMM
000 M0
000
0
OM0M0
@MUMMA
BILIQICIE3
01;111I9111
IMAM UM
5 Needle s hole
6 Actress Laurie
7 Comic strip
pooch
8 Labels
9 Kimono sash
10 Change cOlors
11 Bramble
12 Sarcasm
13 Jaunty caps
18 Multi -colored
stone
22 Napoleon’s
place of exile
25 ’57 DeSoto
feature
27 Mind -reading
28 Hesitation
sounds
29 Actress Albright
30 Saint’s picture
31 Very small
32 TV extraterrestrial
35 What to do with
an itch

37 NT,*

.
44 Poison ivy
symptom
45 Animal life
46 Pointed tool
49 Alpine song
50 Revere
51 Spunk
52 Behind bars
53 Defeat
55 Skip over
56 ’Pretty Woman
lead
58 Sharpen
59 Singer Paul 60 Classroom
furniture
62 Jell
64 Night atlire
for shod

MEM= ENE MEM
EMMEN MEM EMMEN
MEMMEMEME MENEM
MMEE MENEM NEU
EMU
EMMEN
MOM= MIME
MENNEN MENEM=
ME=
MEM
MIME
MEESE= MOM=
MEM HEMMEN
EMMEN
MEME
MEM EMMEN NIMM
MENEM MEMEMM ME
a.... u EM Me
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.ammi
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Computer game’s subliminal suggestion: Feel good
(Al I,IOt,A, Calif AP) A
new computer game V..1111. Ni,ti to
feel good about phis ing it
whether you know it oi not
The game, a puzzle called
Endorfun, contains 100 uplifting
subliminal messages in its background music.
"I am powerful," "I am at
peace." "I am in harmony" and"!
love being ahVe" are pat lied below
hearing level, meant to make players unaware of them.
Unless they read the box, of
course. There, all of the "positive
affirmations"
as Time Warner
calls them are printed.
The game itself consists of
matching the colored sides of a
moving cube with the corresponding squares on a series of grids. But
it’s what you don’t see or hear
that its makers hope will prove
compelling.
"People are surrounded by negative, violent messages all (1.1%
long." said Endorfun creatot

Michael Feinberg. "We said, ’Let’s
uplift mass consciousness by
putting subliminals into the bestselling game of all time.’"
Endorfun is the first software
openly containing subliminal, 1
be marketed to a mass audience
hole Wit tiers plans to promote it
with the line: "Play More. Feel
Better."
Endorfun’s producers say when
they showed LSD guru Timothy
Leary an earls version of the game,
he commented on the use of subliminals iii sot nsare: "It’s the drug
for the 21st ( let ’tory."
There is sonic controversy over
whether subliminal messages
supposedly absorbed subconsciously actually work, but just
the
Federal
in
case,
Commission
Communications
bal I ned
them from broadcast
media in the 1970s.
The ban, however, does not
apph to the digital media, and
it he\ s tsr It hat virtual reality

if
Ifs easy to hide a subliminal message in software.
Unless you have a sudden craving for Twinkles that you
could correlate with a new software program you were
using, it would be very hard to tell.
Paul Saffo

Director of Institute for the Future

yy
could become a virtual haven for
mind control.
It’s a concern that dates to the
1950s, when advertising executive
James Vicary claimed concession
sales soared when he flashed the
subliminal messages, "Hungry? Eat
popcorn," and, "Drink Coke, during screenings at a drive-in.
"It’s open season as far as computer software is concerned," said
Mike Bisens. founder of Screen

South Central’s gone to the dogs
Marauding canines an increasing threat to neighborhoods
I
\I’) In the
’lit I. u
t Ultima Kaiser’s
coyote trap. But the
house si
device isti.t ineaot for coyotes.
Like others living in her South
Central neighborhood, Kaiser gets
unwanted visits from dogs that are
lost or abandoned, then form
roaming packs that have become
an increasing threat in the onesquare mile area.
In just one week, Kaiser caught
nine strays.
"It starts with one dog, then
another joins, and then another
and pretty soon you have a pack of
dogs ... terrorizing a communitC
said Gary Olsen, general mat lager
of the city’s Department of Atiiinal
Regulation.
In part. the problem stems from
people who keep aggressive dogs
for seytu its reasons. but then let
them go whet) they can no longer
afford them.
In addition, most loose animal
complaints go unanswered and
only the sickest of dogs are taken
off the streets because of an overtaxed system. In just two days in
June, animal control officers
picked up 60 dogs during sweeps.
Because of a manpower shortage and lack of kennel space,
more than 90 percent of the animals brought to the South Central
shelter are destroyed, compared to
a citywide rate of 65 percent.
limal conOn a typical
trol officer brought in seven dogs.
Among them was a 5-month-old
pit bull puppy pit ked up after it
was found wandering the streets
howling in pain. Its owner had
wrapped rubber bands tightly

It starts with one dog, then another joins in, and then
another and pretty soon you have a pack of dogs ...
terrozing a community.
Gary Olsen
General manager of L.A. Dept. of Animal Regulation

If
around the dog’s tail in an effort shot," said Gini Bat tett, president
of the city Animal Regulation
to crop it.
"Whoever owned the dog tried Commission. "These are issues
to save some money from the vet that involve public safety, individby cutting the dog’s tail himself," ual responsibility and animal cruelsaid Marcial Evangelista, an animal
One-man patrols frequently run
control officer. "He dumped the
into difficulty dealing with the voldog after he botched the job."
As the pup was loaded into a ume of animals. Lt. Willie
truck it licked the animal control McDaniel, the officer in charge of
officer’s hand. Minutes after it the South Central shelter, recalled
arrived at the shelter, it was how one officer was attacked by
four dogs when he visited an abandestroyed.
The South Central shelter oper- doned house.
"The dogs came charging out
ates out of cramped, makeshift
offices that once served as a spay from under the house," he said.
and neuter clinic. Officials were "One of the dogs knocked the offiforced to relocate there after their cer down, and when he fell he was
dilapidated headquarters were at their mercy.*
The officer was later hospitaldeclared unsafe following the 1994
ized for his wounds.
Northridge earthquake.
Likewise, Norma Gooden, 36,
Nearly $5 million is available to
build a new South Central shelter, was attacked by a pack of three
but officials say the project has dogs that pursued her as she rode
been stalled for more than a year her bicycle to the store. She was
because funds to relocate to a tem- knocked to the ground and bitten
porary shelter have been slow in in the leg.
"There are dogs everywhere,"
coming.
"There are parts of the city she said. "I was terrified. I felt all
where you have dogs, some of the strength go out of my body. I
whom have been bred for fighting was yelling for help, but nobody
and dumped, some have been came."

’MU: Old dog, still no new tricks

11.ies the disappointing news
omitt NBC’s Studio 8H, where
"SNI launched its much-awaited,
supposedly do-or-die 21st season
sat urday night, with Marie!
Ilemingway as guest host.
The program served as an apt
warm-up for the 1996 presidential
campaign: empty promises of
change. From the O.J. Simpson
sketch where "Judge Ito" orders
lawyer "Johnnie Cochran" to
declare, "Live from New York ...I,"
to the self-congratulating group
huddle as the final credits roll,
Saturday’s show was "SNL" business as usual.
After all the hype, was it too
much to hope for at least one genuine surprise during the long, long

90 outlines? In retrospec t,s es.
been rewarded with a weekly feaOh, and was "SNL" even funny ture that, on its first outing, could
in its season opener?
just as well have been part of
Not so’s you’d notice.
"Weekend Update" (or, better yet,
If anyone from producer Lorne bagged). It was a five-minute
Michaels on down really believes monologue addressed to the
this is a different show from last Unabomber, during which Spade
April or April 1976 they’re
cautioned, "You’re coming off
delusional. Sure, there are new gay" Pointing to the much-pubpeople on board, but the show’s lished sketch of the anonymous
the same old heap with just anoth- terrorist, Spade likened his looks
er coat of paint. II a cling the same to those of Little Richard, "and
that’s not helping your ’straight
road, stuck in tilt’ Sallie ruts.
Of course, this is hardly the first
time Michaels has promised great
Norm MacDonald anchoring a
things, then failed to deliver. In weak "Weekend Update" had the
fact, year after year he’s like Lucy crickets chirping.
in the "Peanuts" strip, swearing
So-so was a commercial parody
she’ll hod the football. The viewer for AM. Ale ("Because you can t
is Charlie Brown, always falling for wait ’til afternoon"). Right after
it.
came a real, and far stranger, comThis time, the only auspicious mercial for Budweiser.
sign comes from the freshman
The show’s brightest elements?
class of repertory players. Musical guest Blues Traveler,
Although it’s premature to rate the which traveled in at the last minute
six rookies, one of them, Darrell to sub for the dropout formerly
Hammond, is clearly a welcome known as Prince, and Hemingway,
addition thanks to his imperson- who displayed an unexpected gift
ation skills (his was a dead-on Ted for comedy. Neither, of course, will
Koppel in an otherwise limp be hack soon enough.
"Nightline" send-up).
Who’s next week’s guest host?
As for the new crop of writers, Chevy Chase. Now there’s a fresh
they’re clearly saving their good ideal
stuff for later in the season.
Veteran player David Spade has

Man jumps to death
over Niagara Falls

PI ALPHA PHI

Saturday Night Live cast
full of empty promises
for ’reinvented’ season
NEW YORK (AP) Nations
come and go. The hundred-dollar
bill gets a fresh new look. Then
there’s "Saturday Night Live,"
hopelessly stuck in the past.
What about all the grand talk of
bringing this 1970s relic into the
’90s, of "reinventing" it for the
new season?
that was "Saturday Night"
list.

NIAGARA
11.L.S, Ontario
A :49 s ,..ir-old stunt man
(AP)
trying to drays attention to the
plight of the homeless rode a Jet
Ski over Niagara Falls and plunged
to his death on Sunday, police
said.
Robert Overacker of Camarillo,
Calif., went user the brink of the
Kit ( ’s
Canadian
Niagara
Horseshoe falls with a device
strapped 1., hi, l,,i k that ill( hided
a rocket 1.. lilt him from the let Ski
and a pat at hute that had to be
opened manually. The «in trapnon failed

HA
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Team, a Laguna Beach-based software firm that is experimenting
with subliminal messages in some
of its computer screen savers.
have
corporations
Some
expressed interest but there is a
catch.
"Everyone we talk to loves the
idea, but they’re afraid. You know
what they’re afraid of? They’re not
afraid of using them, but they’re
afraid of getting caught."

"It’s easy to hide a subliminal
message in software," said Paul
SafTo, director of the Institute for
the Future in Menlo Park. "Unless
you had a sudden craving for
’Twinkles that you could correlate
with a new software program you
were using, it would be very hard
to tell."
Then there’s the liability question.
"We’ve toyed with the idea," said
Neil Young, vice president of product development at Virgin
Interactive. "There are lots of ways
to conceal messages visually on the
screen. But it’s not a proven safe
practice. You’re putting a game
out to an audience of millions of
people and if you do something
irresponsible you could have a
tremendous impact.
"I can see it now. It’ll be on
’Hard Copy’: Man goes on rampage with machine gun claiming,
I am powerful."’
Feinberg expresses no such con-

California Lottery turns 10; critics
say it’s not living up to expectations
Despite generating
billions in sales,
lotto ranked 5th
SACRAMENTO (AP)
California’s Lottery has generated billions in sales and made
1,100 people millionaires in the
10 years since its launch, but
critics say it’s never become the
pot of gold that backers
promised in 1985.
"We knew from the
start that the lottery was
not going to live up to
its expectations," said
Assemblyman
state
Katz,
DRichard
Panorama City. "For
the people who have
won, it’s been great.
For everybody else, it’s
just another game and
a disappointment."
The game has suf.fered from questionable bustness deals and flagging interest
among players. Five years ago,
sales plummeted, and the state
lost its first-place sales ranking
in the United States. In fiscal
1994-95, with $2.16 billion in
sales, it ranked fifth, behind
Texas, New York, Massachusetts
and Florida.
Critics contend the game is
out of touch with its core players. They also claim the fact that
an "interim" director has been
allowed to run the game for
nearly two years shows Gov. Pete
Wilson’s lackadaisical attitude
about the lottery.
"It’s generally regarded

id

.cruund the country as the lottery with the highest unfulfilled
Stephen
said
potential,"
publisher
of
Allensworth,
Lottery News, a weekly newspaper that covers New York, New
and
Jersey,
Connecticut
Massachusetts.
State lottery officials have a
different view, noting that in its
first 10 years of existence the lottery has generated more than
$20 billion in sales, created

and 6,000 new ticket outlets.
Wilson appointed Pierce to
lead the lottery after previous
director Sharon Sharp resigned
in 1993 amid controversy over
the awarding of lottery contracts.
Sharp was described in .1
secretly tape-recorded conversation as "our gal" by a former
lobbyist for Gtech, the company
that runs California’s lottery.
During Sharp’s tenure, the
Rhode Islandbased company
was
awarded
lottery
three
contracts and
was
recommended for a
fourth
all
without comRichard Katz petitive bids.
State Asemblyman
In July 1994,
the state auditor found that
the lottery vio6,400 jobs and given schools lated its own policy on a $600
million contract awarded Gtech
more than $7.4 billion.
"We are moving forward," in April 1993. The contract was
said A.A. "Del" Pierce, the lot- for delivery of a new computer
tery’s interim director. "We are system to operate some of the
doing a lot of market research lottery’s games.
Pierce defended Sharp’s deciand coming up with new ways to
attract players. Lotteries by sions.
"I think we’re the victims of
nature can be volatile, but overhaving to fish in a pond with
all things are looking great."
Pierce, who also serves as very few fish," he said. "There
chief deputy director of opera- are only a few people that protions for California Department vide the services we need. We do
of Transportation, said sales are everything we can to stimulate
expected to rise for the fourth competition. That’s the best we
year in a row, and new services can do."
for players are in the works,
including ticket subscriptions

For the people who have won, ifs been
great. For everybody else, ifs just another
game and disappointment.
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DIVERSITY DOESN’T HAVE
TO STOP AFTER COLLEGE.
vViuus,it L.. ti alto, college may seem a bit overwhelming at ti:, but just because you’re moving in
different directions doesn’t mean you have to stop being who you really are. As you look for that perfect
job, keep in mind that Watkins-Johnson welcomes individuality; without it, we would never be where we
are today. a leader in the RF and microwave electronics arena

Three words comprise Watkins-Johnson’s definition of diver

People, Products and Opportunities.

A diverse mix of ideas and insights from our dedicated people rs exactly what makes out products so
successful. And, with the development of these new products, we continue to create new opportunities.
For you this means responsibility,, from day onel As part of a team making important contributions, you
will be recognized for your unique outlooks and ideas.
Make your first move to Watkins -Johnson and experience for the first time what it’s like to be a part of a
truly unique organization. Get to know us at our next on -campus interviews. We are looking for talented
grad, with a BS in.
Disciplines: EE
On -Campus Interview Dates: Monday, October 9th
Please contact your Placement Center
to set up an appointment at our
On -Campus Interviews or call
(415)813-2488.
Watkins-Johnson Company,
3333 Hillview Avenue,
Palo Alto, CA 94304.
An equal opportunity
employer m/f/d/v.
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DELTA CHAPTER
The brothers of I lAcb San Jose State wish to
extend their
congratulations to the women of EOli and KM)
and the
gentlemen of MDE on a successful rush.
%cosh ,chi, 04 Toms dafspoil

cents. A game industry veteran, he
also is a founding board member
of the Zen Mountain Center and
once owned the first commercial
ginseng farm in the United States.
"This is a mass euphoric," he
said. "But you don’t have logo out
and score it off the corner. The
supply’s not going to dry up.’
He and three partners founded
the Calistoga-based Onesong company just last year and quickly captured the attention of David
Riordan, production vice president
for Time Warner Interactive.
Riordan saw nothing wrong with
the subliminal messages, except
for one he asked Feinberg to
remove that said "I honor my sexual energy."
"These are all positive messages.
There’s absolutely nothing objectionable here," Riordan said.
Onesong is considering a new
game for children. Feinberg and
his partners want to insert the message such "I am good at algebra.
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